
Advice on company name
 TIPE frequently get asked about company names and what is best.

There is no simple answer to this as the law is quite complicated in what you could rightfully claim as yours.

Before choosing a name there are a number of things that you should consider :

1.  The name is not already used by another company (particularly in your local area)

2.  The name is available for purchase as a domain on the Internet (make sure you purchase all relevant domain names)

3.  The name says what your company does (easier to market)

4.  Use your family name if possible (easier to get intellectual rights should somebody else start operating with the same name)

A number of words are considered ‘generic’ which means somebody else could easily get a very similar name to yours and you would have
difficulty getting any authority to go against them.

Generic words that you can use and not protect include

Any Town or County name

Bouncy

Castle/s

Inflatable/s

Hire

As an example: Town name Bouncy Castles would be totally generic so a competitor could start up as Town Name Bouncy Castle Hire.
In this example you would have difficulty in getting a judgement against the second company.

However, if you used the name your name Bouncy Castles Town name you will have a greater chance of protection.

When purchasing your domain name ensure that you purchase all that are available and always get .co.uk and .com domains as a minimum.

For example your name bouncy castle hire also purchase your name bouncy castles hire

Try and think of what you would type in a search engine if you were looking to hire a bouncy castle.
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